We discuss a new approach to the study of multiple chordal SLEs in a simply connected domain by considering configurational measures on paths instead of infinitesimal descriptions. We construct these measures so that they are conformally covariant, and satisfy boundary perturbation and Markov properties, as well as a cascade relation. As an application of our construction, we derive the scaling limit of Fomin's identity [1] in the case of two paths directly.
Theorem (Kozdron-Lawler):
If γ : [0, ∞) → H is an SLE 2 in the upper half plane H from 0 to ∞, and β : [0, 1] → H is a Brownian excursion from x to y in H where 0 < x < y < ∞, then A complete discussion of the configurational measure including the proof of the above theorem may be found in [4] which extends the work done in [3] . Further details about the Brownian excursion measure may be found in [2] , and for more information about SLE 2 and its relationship to loop-erased walk see [5] . This talk is based on joint work with Gregory F. Lawler of Cornell University.
